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[1] Secondary organic aerosols (SOA), known to form in the atmosphere from oxidation
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by anthropogenic and biogenic sources,
are a poorly understood but substantial component of atmospheric particles. In this study,
we examined the chemical and physical properties of SOA at Bakersfield, California, a site
influenced by anthropogenic and terrestrial biogenic emissions. Factor analysis was applied
to the infrared and mass spectra of fine particles to identify sources and atmospheric
processing that contributed to the organic mass (OM). We found that OM accounted
for 56% of submicron particle mass, with SOA components contributing 80% to 90%
of OM from 15 May to 29 June 2010. SOA formed from alkane and aromatic compounds,
the two major classes of vehicle-emitted hydrocarbons, accounted for 65%OM (72% SOA).
The alkane and aromatic SOA components were associated with 200 nm to 500 nm
accumulation mode particles, likely from condensation of daytime photochemical
products of VOCs. In contrast, biogenic SOA likely formed from condensation of secondary
organic vapors, produced from NO3 radical oxidation reactions during nighttime hours, on
400 nm to 700 nm sized primary particles, and accounted for less than 10% OM. Local
petroleum operation emissions contributed 13% to the OM, and the moderate O/C (0.2)
of this factor suggested it was largely of secondary origin. Approximately 10% of organic
aerosols in submicron particles were identified as either vegetative detritus (10%) or
cooking activities (7%), from Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic and aerosol mass
spectrometry measurements, respectively. While the mass spectra of several linearly
independent SOA components were nearly identical and external source markers were
needed to separate them, each component had distinct infrared spectrum, likely associated
with the source-specific VOCs from which they formed.

Citation: Liu, S., et al. (2012), Secondary organic aerosol formation from fossil fuel sources contribute majority of summertime
organic mass at Bakersfield, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D00V26, doi:10.1029/2012JD018170.

1. Introduction

[2] The organic fraction of atmospheric particles is com-
posed of a complex mixture of thousands of individual
compounds [Hamilton et al., 2004], which originate from a
variety of sources and processes. In urban areas, the major

source is fossil fuel combustion from gasoline- and diesel-
powered vehicles and other industrial activities (e.g., oil
burning). Emissions from these sources are largely composed
of alkane and aromatic hydrocarbons, with a minor fraction
of alkene compounds [Kirchstetter et al., 1999; Schauer
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et al., 1999]. Another important source, biogenic emissions,
accounts for 90% of total volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
globally [Goldstein and Galbally, 2007] and is key to particle
formation in some regions (e.g., the southeastern U.S.)
[Goldstein et al., 2009]. After emission, VOCs are transported
from their sources during which time they are oxidized in the
atmosphere, forming low-volatility products that can con-
dense into the particle phase. The organic aerosols formed in
the atmosphere are categorized as “SOA” (secondary organic
aerosol) as opposed to “POA” (primary organic aerosols),
which are directly emitted at their sources.
[3] Formation of SOA is a dynamic process that involves

complex chemical reactions and physical transformations.
Despite significant progress in the past years, quantitative
measurement of SOA mass and its mass fraction in organic
aerosols remains challenging. The elemental carbon (EC) tracer
analysis has been used to identify non-SOA components since
the 1980s [Grosjean, 1984]: The organic carbon (OC)-to-EC
ratio that exceeds the average OC/EC from source measure-
ments is assumed to be SOA [Turpin et al., 1991]. Using this
method, field measurements conducted at Los Angeles sug-
gested that production of SOA could be 3 to 4 times more
than that of POA during smog events [Grosjean, 1984;
Turpin et al., 1991]. Supporting the argument that SOA could
be the major OM component were reaction chamber studies
carried out during this time, which showed high mass yields
of precursor compounds [Hatakeyama et al., 1985, 1987].
However, the EC tracer approach suffers from large uncer-
tainties, since OC/EC of emission sources is highly variable
and is substantially affected by meteorological conditions
(e.g., air mixing) [Gray et al., 1986]. Another approach, the
organic tracer-based chemical mass balance (CMB) model
[Schauer et al., 1996;Cass, 1998], has been applied to identify
sources of atmospheric fine particles since the 1990s. In this
method, the mass that cannot be predicted by the model is
assigned to SOA [Schauer et al., 2002a; Zheng et al., 2002].
Therefore, the CMB model does not directly predict SOA but
provides an upper limit of SOA mass based on limited source
markers (source types) [Cass, 1998]. Over the last 10 years,
the development of aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) and
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has provided
new insights for SOA quantification [Jayne et al., 2000;Maria
et al., 2002]. Positive matrix factor (PMF) analysis applied to
the AMS and FTIR measurements during field experiments
carried out worldwide consistently showed that 65% to 95%
of OM is oxygenated organic aerosols (OOA), having higher
OM/OC and oxygen-to-carbon molar ratio (O/C) composi-
tion than expected for primary organic components [Jimenez
et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Russell et al.,
2011; Russell, 2003; Turpin et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2007].
[4] However, there is a lack of direct evidence that oxi-

dized OA equates to SOA, because some primary aerosols
are oxidized (e.g., marine polysaccharides and vegetative
detritus). Consequently, there is a need to directly compare
OOA to laboratory-produced SOA. Russell et al. [2011]
compared OOA to SOA generated in a smog chamber.
In this case, OOA was derived by factor analysis of FTIR
measurements, a technique that provides more molecular
functional group specificity than mass spectra methods that
employ electron ionization. Results of this comparison sug-
gested that functional group compositions of OOA and SOA
are comparable and precursor (and sometimes oxidant)

dependent, making it possible to separate out SOA and,
so, help address the controversy of POA and SOA mass frac-
tions. In addition, Russell et al. [2011] proposed that atmo-
spheric alkanes are important SOA precursors—oxidation of
alkanes produces multigeneration SOA products, which is
supported by a recent model simulation study [Yee et al.,
2012] that suggests more than two thirds of alkane SOA are
fourth-generation or higher products after reaction for 10 h.
Despite the improvements in laboratory and model studies,
more field measurements are needed to separate SOA formed
from different precursors and identify which mechanisms best
explain chemical properties of SOA formed in the complex
atmosphere.
[5] Size distributions of SOA components can provide

additional insights for identifying source and formation
mechanisms of ambient particles. Primary combustion-related
particles, such as those emitted from gasoline- and diesel-
powered vehicles, are typically smaller than 100 nm [Kittelson,
1998], whereas dust particles are usually larger than 500 nm
[Tegen and Lacis, 1996]. Primary particles from cooking
activities, including charbroiling and frying, are found to be
smaller than 200 nm [Wallace et al., 2004]. Particles in 200 nm
to 500 nm size range typically contain SOA formed by con-
densation of secondary organic vapors, because particles in this
size range have the highest relative surface area that make mass
transfer most efficient for growth [Maria et al., 2004; Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006]. Size distributions of organic components
are also important for evaluating climate impacts of aerosols,
since radiative parameters of aerosol particles are strongly
dependent on particle size [Tegen and Lacis, 1996]. Further,
lifetime of particles, which determines the distance that parti-
cles can travel and hence particles’ regional impacts, is affected
by particle size. For these reasons, particle size distributions
have been studied extensively [Heintzenberg et al., 2000;
Hoppel et al., 1990; Whitby et al., 1972]. Although some spe-
cific SOAmolecules (e.g., oxalic acid) or mass fragments (e.g.,
m/z 44) have been measured as functions of size [Kawamura
et al., 2007; Alfarra et al., 2004], predicting size distributions
of different types of ambient SOA (formed from different
sources or processes) is challenging. A few studies have
applied factor analysis to each size fraction of size-resolved
filter measurements (2–6 size ranges) with limited organic
mass quantification [Han et al., 2006; Karanasiou et al.,
2009; Richard et al., 2011; Srivastava et al., 2008]. In these
studies, estimates of factor size distribution were made by
comparing masses of the common factors (typically repre-
senting primary sources) derived from each size fraction.
However, this approach is not practical for highly size-
resolved data sets (e.g., AMS measurements with more than
100 size bins). Another approach, 3-D factorization method,
has been valuable for providing time-resolved size distribu-
tion of factors and has been recently applied to AMS mea-
surements with success [Ulbrich et al., 2012]. However, to
generate physically meaningful factors, this analysis often
requires prior information derived from 2-D factorization
plus comparisons of results derived from different 3-D fac-
torization methods, which is complicated and, so, the 3-D
factorization methods have not been widely used. Thus,
despite these improvements, size distributions of ambient
SOA components have not been widely investigated.
[6] In this context, we used collaborative measurements

at Bakersfield in the San Joaquin Valley (SJV), one of the
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most polluted regions in the United States [Chow et al.,
1996], to study the oxidized fraction of OM. We began by
quantifying oxygenated organic functional group and mass
fragment abundances of bulk and single particles. Next, we
identified sources and processes that contributed to OM using
factor analysis and source-specific organic and inorganic
marker compounds. After distinguishing secondary compo-
nents from primary emissions, we evaluated the SOA
fraction of OM. In addition, primary and secondary single-
particle types were identified using cluster analysis. Finally,
we compared different secondary organic components—
their precursors, oxidants that lead to formation, and time of
production. Size distributions of the SOA components were
used to help identify their potential formation mechanisms.
These analyses were built on a set of particle- and gas-phase
measurements presented below.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Sampling Site and Meteorological Conditions
During the CalNex Campaign

[7] The California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and
Climate Change (CalNex) campaign is a collaborative effort
aimed at characterizing chemical and physical properties of
gases and aerosols in California. One of the two CalNex
supersites was located near Bakersfield in Kern County in the
San Joaquin Valley (SJV). The SJV is surrounded by coastal
mountain ranges to the west, the Sierra Nevada range to the
east, and the Tehachapi Mountains to the south [Chow et al.,
2006b], topography that regularly precludes air ventilation.
The basin’s air pollution levels are especially high during
wintertime [Chow et al., 2006a, 2006b]. Bakersfield, located
in the southern portion of the SJV and one of its biggest
cities, has wintertime PM2.5 concentrations that often exceed
50 mg m�3, with OM typically accounting for more than 50%
of the PM2.5 mass [Chow et al., 2006b]. Previous studies
conducted at other sites in Bakersfield showed that gasoline-
and diesel-powered vehicles, wood combustion, and meat
cooking comprise the city’s major air pollution sources
[Kleeman et al., 2009; Schauer and Cass, 2000] with wood
combustion prevailing only in winter [Chow et al., 2006b].
In addition, biogenic hydrocarbons emitted from trees in the
foothills are likely significant contributors to summertime
VOCs [Tanner and Zielinska, 1994], which are potential
precursors to form biogenic SOA. Thus, the high concen-
tration of air pollution and the variety of its sources make
Bakersfield an ideal site for studying ambient particles.
[8] Measurements were conducted in association with

CalNex from 15 May to 29 June 2010 at Bakersfield
(35.35�N, 118.97�W). The sampling site was located on the
southeast edge of the urban area near Highway 99 (7 km to
the west) and Highway 58 (0.8 km to the north) and had no
nearby obstructions (e.g., tall trees or buildings). Instruments
were deployed in temperature-controlled (20�C) containers
with sampling heights of 3 to 5 m and 18 to 20 m above
ground level, respectively, for particle-phase and gas-phase
measurements. The sampling period was characterized by
a series of clear, dry days with consistent diurnal cycles of
temperature and relative humidity (RH), except for 15 to
17 May when intermittent rainfall occurred. The average
temperature for the campaign, 24�C, included a 7�C standard
deviation, with minimums typically occurring at�0500 h and

maximums often occurring at �1500 h (lagging peak solar
radiation by 3 h). RH was anticorrelated with temperature,
with an average of 38% and a standard deviation of 17%. The
observed diurnal cycle of wind direction was consistent with
the pattern described by Zhong et al. [2004]: Northwesterly
winds prevailed during daytime (0800 to 2100 h); between
midnight and early morning, easterly and southeasterly winds
prevailed for 34 (of 45) days. Easterly and southeasterly winds
represented downslope flows [Zhong et al., 2004] that likely
included biogenic VOCs emitted from the mountains’ conif-
erous trees (e.g., Sequoia National Forest). The chemistry of
these air masses were distinct from the anthropogenic pollu-
tants (e.g., aromatic and alkane hydrocarbons) associated with
the predominant northwesterly airflow.

2.2. Spectroscopic Measurements

2.2.1. Bulk Particle Organic Functional Groups
[9] PM1 and PM2.5 filter (Teflon filters with pore size of

1 mm) samples were collected for FTIR analysis. Five PM1

samples were collected daily, representing morning (0600–
1200 h), early afternoon (1200–1500 h), late afternoon (1500–
1800 h), evening (1800–2300 h), and nighttime (0000–0600 h)
periods (local time is used throughout the text). The improved
time resolution of FTIR PM1 samples (compared to previously
reported 12 or 24 h samples in Russell et al. [2011]) allows
analysis of diurnal variations of organic functional groups.
Shorter sampling times also greatly enhanced statistical sig-
nificance of data analysis (e.g., correlation analysis) and
reduced uncertainties caused by loss of semivolatile com-
pounds. The single PM2.5 sample collected each day (0000–
2300 h) that overlapped the multiple PM1 sample collection
times characterized the daily average PM2.5 concentration.
Sample preparation and postprocessing have been detailed
previously [Gilardoni et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009]. Briefly,
the filters were scanned using a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR
spectrometer with a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS)
detector (Bruker, Waltham, MA) before and after sample
collection. Collected samples were immediately stored in a
freezer (<0�C). An automated algorithm was used to conduct
background subtraction, spectrum baselining, peak fitting,
and peak integration procedures [Day et al., 2010; Russell
et al., 2009]. Mass concentrations of organic functional
groups, including alkane, hydroxyl, carboxylic acid, amine,
carbonyl, organonitrate, alkene, aromatic, and organosulfate
groups, were quantified. Alkene and aromatic groups were
below detection limit of the FTIR measurements for all
samples, likely because the majority of these groups were
oxidized to form SOA components that do not contain C = C
bond. Therefore, alkane and aromatic groups were excluded
from this study.
2.2.2. Single-Particle Microscopy of Organic
Functional Groups
[10] Single particles were impacted on Si3N4 windows on

18, 20, 22 May and 13 June. One morning and one afternoon
sample were collected on each collection day. Stored samples
were frozen below 0�C. Sample analysis was performed at
the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, CA) on beamline 5.3.2. Single-particle X-ray
absorption spectra were acquired using a combination
of scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) and
near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spec-
troscopy [Russell et al., 2002], which provided relative
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quantification of single-particle organic functional groups,
including alkane, hydroxyl, ketone, alkene, and carboxylic
acid groups. Functional group abundance was quantified using
an automated algorithm developed by Takahama et al. [2010].
2.2.3. Elemental Concentrations
[11] A total of 150 PM1 and 46 PM2.5 filter samples used

for FTIR analysis (65% and 100% of PM1 and PM2.5 sam-
ples, respectively) were selectively analyzed using X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) at Chester Laboratories (Chester LabNet,
Tigard, Oregon). Concentrations of 38 elements (heavier
than Ne) were quantified. Elements Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Fe, Co,
Zn, and Br were above detection limit in 80% of the samples.

2.3. Size-Resolved Organic and Inorganic Mass
Fragments for Bulk and Single Particles

[12] A high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spec-
trometer (HR-ToF-AMS; Aerodyne, Billerica, MA) was
deployed to provide high time-resolution measurements of
nonrefractory components, including OM, sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, and chloride. Particles passing through a 100 mm
pinhole are focused and accelerated by an aerodynamic lens.
The accelerated particles impact a heated surface (600�C),
and the nonrefractory components flash vaporized and ion-
ized. The ionized vapor fragments are subsequently analyzed
by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer [Canagaratna et al.,
2007]. The resulting high mass resolution allows the HR-
ToF-AMS to separate ions that would otherwise overlap in a
relatively low mass resolution quadrupole detector (in a
Quadrupole AMS). As a result, the detector provides detailed
quantitative elemental compositions from which the O/C,
an indicator of the oxidation state of ambient aerosols [Jimenez
et al., 2009], can be calculated. The ionization efficiency (IE)
of nitrate, which is used to calculate the mass of the frag-
ments, was calibrated using 350 nm NH4NO3 particles
(selected by a scanning differential mobility analyzer) every
3–5 days during the campaign. The relative IE (RIE) of
ammonium, derived from the NH4NO3 calibration, was 4.1
during this study (the default RIE is 4.0 in the standard AMS
data analysis software). Particle sizes, measured by the time
of flight between a rotating chopper and the vaporizer [Jayne
et al., 2000], enable size-resolved chemical composition
measurements of submicron particles. A light-scattering (LS)
module, coupled with the HR-ToF-AMS, optically detects
single particles from a 405 nm laser before particles reach the
vaporizer. Light pulses scattered by the particles trigger
acquisition of single-particle mass spectra [Cross et al.,
2007], enabling real-time measurements of single-particle
chemical compositions. The “mass spectrum” (MS) mode
(including high S/N “V”mode and high mass resolution “W”
mode), the “time-of-flight” (TOF) mode, and the “LS” mode
alternated during operation, with approximately a 5 min time
resolution for each measurement cycle.
[13] The collection efficiency (CE) of the AMS measure-

ments was evaluated by comparing AMS-measured particle
mass to the mass derived from a scanning differential mobility
analyzer (DMA; described in section 2.3). Comparisons were
made for particles of vacuum aerodynamic diameters (dva)
smaller than 700 nm and dva smaller than 1 mm (Figure 1). The
700 nm size cut was selected (in addition to 1 mm) because
smaller particle sizes (60 to 700 nm dva) have nearly 100%
transmission efficiency [Jayne et al., 2000] and likely compare
better with the DMA measurements in the same size range.

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of DMA-measured PM500nm

(dm) with the sum of concentrations for AMS-measured
PM700nm (dva) and EC. Correlation coefficient and slope
are 0.88 and 0.97, respectively. Hourly averaged concentra-
tions were used to match the 1 h time resolution of EC mea-
surements. (b) Comparison of DMA-measured PM700nm

(dm) with the sum of concentrations for AMS-measured
PM1 (dva), EC, and dusts. Correlation coefficient and slope
are 0.90 and 0.98, respectively. Averaged concentrations of
3 h or 6 h (time resolution for FTIR measurements) were used
for comparison. Dust was assumed to be a mixture of metal
oxides and salts, including SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, Na2O, K2O,
TiO2, BaO, MnO, CaCO3, and MgCO3 [Usher et al., 2003];
their concentrations were calculated from corresponding ele-
mental concentrations quantified by XRF. In both plots, a
CE of 0.8 was used for AMS measurements. The red line in
each panel shows the best linear fit for the data points.
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AMS-measured PM700nm and PM1 were calculated by sum-
ming the concentrations of the individual components, each of
which was derived by integrating their mass size distributions
measured in TOF mode. A factor of 2 was applied to the
integrated concentrations (i.e., multiply by 2) to scale the
integrated concentration (from the TOF mode measurements)
to the concentration measured from the MS-V mode. To
account for the missing refractory components, elemental
carbon (EC) and the sum of EC and dust were added to
PM700nm and PM1, respectively, assuming that dust mainly
existed in the larger particles (700 nm–1 mm dva). A density (r)
of 1.4 g cm�3 was applied to convert the DMA-measured
number concentration to mass concentration, assuming
spherical particles [Ahlm et al., 2012]. The density was cal-
culated by converting the vacuum aerodynamic diameter (dva)
measured by the AMS to the mobility diameter measured by
the SMPS (dm), using the equation dm = (dva/r)• r0 [DeCarlo
et al., 2004], where r is the effective density and
r0 = 1.0 g cm�3. Ahlm et al. [2012] found that r = 1.4 g cm�3

resulted in the best agreement between the DMA-derived and
AMS-measured mass size distributions. Concentrations were
calculated by integrating the DMA-derived mass size dis-
tributions for particles smaller than 500 nm and 700 nm in
mobility diameter (dm), which corresponded to 700 nm and
1 mm in dva (dm = dva/r), respectively. A set of CE (0.5–1)
values was tested, and a CE of 0.80 resulted in the best
comparison of the AMS- and DMA-derived masses (slopes
are close to 1) for both PM700nm and PM1 (Figure 1).
Therefore, a CE of 0.8 was assigned to each of the 5 min
AMS-measured organic and inorganic components and the
PMF factors throughout the campaign.

2.4. Molecular Organic Markers

[14] Speciated organic marker compounds were measured
with 1 h or 2 h resolution using thermal desorption aerosol
gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (TAG) [Williams
et al., 2006; Worton et al., 2011]. The sampling strategy
and configuration of TAG in this study are detailed in
Y. Zhao et al. (Insights into SOA formation mechanisms from
measured gas/particle partitioning of specific organic tracer
compounds, submitted to Environmental Science and Tech-
nology, 2012). Briefly, aerosols (gases and particles) passed
through a PM2.5 cyclone (SCC BGI Inc., Waltham,MA;�5m
above ground level) were collected by a thermal desorption
cell. Collected particles are thermally desorbed and transferred
into gas chromatograph mass spectrometer for quantification.
Gas- and particle-phase organic marker compounds are mea-
sured by periodically alternating an active carbon denuder
situated downstream of the sampling inlet. The molecular
source markers used in this study are from the TAG mea-
surements (particle-phase marker compounds are used) unless
otherwise specified.
[15] In addition to in situ measurements using TAG,

organic marker compounds were measured from daily filter
(prebaked quartz fiber filters) samples that were collected
(synchronizing the FTIR PM2.5 sampling time) by high-
volume filter samplers (Tisch Environmental Village of
Cleves, OH) from 15May to 30 June 2010. Multiple samplers
were operated simultaneously so that multiple sets of samples
were collected. One set of the samples was extracted using
125 mL 1:1 (v/v) dichloromethane and methanol mixture
for 24 h in a Soxhlet extractor. Filter extracts were

evaporated to dryness, followed by derivatization using 250
mL N,O-bis (trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA)
with 1% trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) and 100 mL pyridine
[Jaoui et al., 2004]. The derivatized sample was analyzed by
GC-ion trap mass spectrometer (GC-MS; Thermoquest
Model GCQ+, Austin, TX), with analysis procedures
described previously [Kleindienst et al., 2007, 2012;
Offenberg et al., 2011]. Another set of samples was spiked
with deuterated internal standards (alkanes, polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons, and cholestane) and extracted using
accelerated solvent extraction (Dionex ASE 300) with
dichloromethane and methanol (1:1). Extracts were then con-
centrated to 250 mL and analyzed using an Agilent 7890 GC
coupled to an Agilent 5975 MS in electron impact (EI) ioni-
zation scan mode [Sheesley et al., 2004]. A third set of the
samples was extracted in 15 mL high-purity methanol (LC-
MS Chromasolv grade, Sigma-Aldrich) by ultrasonication for
45 min. The extracts were dried under a gentle stream of N2

gas. Dried extracts were reconstituted using 250 mL 1:1 (v/v)
solvent mixture of 0.1% acetic acid in water (LC-MS
Chromasolv grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1% acetic acid
in methanol (LC-MS Chromasolv grade, Sigma-Aldrich).
Reconstituted samples were shaken and sonicated for 5 min
before being analyzed by an Agilent ultra performance liquid
chromatography (UPLC) system coupled to a Agilent 6520
Series Accurate Mass, high-resolution quadrupole time-of-
flight mass spectrometer (Q-TOFMS) equipped with an
electrospray ionization (ESI) source operated in the negative
ion mode (UPLC/ESI-HR-Q-TOFMS). Detailed operating
conditions and spectral analyses are presented in [Zhang et
al., 2011].

2.5. Additional Measurements

[16] Other supporting particle-phase and gas-phase mea-
surements included submicron particle number size distribu-
tions measured by a custom-built DMA with a time resolution
of 11min [Ahlm et al., 2012], elemental carbonmeasured using
a Sunset real-time EC/OC analyzer (Oregon, USA), ozone
monitored by a Dasibi 1008 PC ozone monitor, and OH radi-
cals measured by a ground-based tropospheric hydrogen oxi-
des sensor (GTHOS).
[17] Meteorological measurements included temperature

and relative humidity (RH) monitored by a Vaisala HMP45C
RH/T sensor, and wind direction and wind speed recorded
using an R. M. Young 5103 Wind Monitor.

3. Results

[18] OM was the major component in submicron particle
mass (56%), followed by dust (12%), sulfate (11%), nitrate
(9%), ammonium (8%), and EC (4%) (Figure 2a). In com-
parison, for particles smaller than 150 nm (PM150nm), OM
accounted for 76% of the particle mass [Ahlm et al., 2012]
(Figure 2c). The submicron OM (OM1) concentration mea-
sured by FTIR varied from 0.4 to 11.5 mg m�3, averaging
2.4 mg m�3 for the entire campaign (Table 1). This OM was
substantially lower than the OM measured in Mexico City
(9.9 mg m�3) and in the vicinity of Houston (4.9 mg m�3),
using the same technique [Liu et al., 2009; Russell et al.,
2009]; this suggests lower PM pollution levels at Bakers-
field during CalNex than that in Mexico City and Houston.
AMS- and FTIR-measured OM closely tracked each other
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(Figure 3) with a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.77. Linear
regression of the two quantities (intercept forced to zero)
suggested that the FTIR-measured OM was on average
nearly 70% of the CE-corrected AMS-measured OM. Given
the measurement uncertainties (25–30% for the FTIR and
AMS measurements), the differences lie within the expected
range for the two independent measurements. However, the
possibility of desorption of semivolatile components from
the 3 h or 6 h filter samples could not be ruled out, although
the comparability of the AMS-FTIR mass differences for
both the 3 h and 6 h samples suggests that volatile losses did
not increase with sampling time as is usually expected
[Mader et al., 2001].
[19] Major functional groups contributing to OM1 included

alkane (35%), hydroxyl (22%), and carboxylic acid (21%)
groups, among which carboxylic acid and alkane groups
correlated with an r of 0.90. Similar correlation between
these two groups was observed previously [Liu et al., 2011],
suggesting that carboxylic acid and alkane groups formed
from the same source and likely via the same mechanism,
likely by photooxidation of gas-phase alkane molecules
[Russell et al., 2011]. Nonacid carbonyl groups, typically
associated with oxidation products of aromatic compounds
[Lee and Lane, 2010], accounted for 11% of the OM. Amine
groups (9% OM) were likely associated with bovine

emissions in the region, as animal husbandry operations are
major sources of atmospheric ammonia and amines [Schade
and Crutzen, 1995]. Organosulfate groups were below
detection limit for all submicron particles and identified as
1% of OM2.5 (Table 1), which is consistent with the low mass
of organosulfate molecules (�0.2% OM) measured by
UPLC/ESI-HR-Q-TOFMS at the same site.
[20] To identify particle types, normalized FTIR (PM1)

spectra were grouped using the hierarchical clustering tech-
nique with the Ward algorithm [Liu et al., 2009; Russell
et al., 2009; Ward, 1963]. In the Ward algorithm, each IR
spectrum is initially considered as one category. The spectra
are progressively merged by minimizing the sum-of-square
errors. By selecting a level of branching (k), the spectra can
be grouped into k clusters. Using k ≥ 5 resulted in at least
two clusters that had similar functional group compositions,
indicating splitting of certain clusters into smaller clusters
that are not distinguishable. Hence k = 4 was selected as the
largest number of clusters without splitting, resulting in
four chemically distinct clusters (Figure 4). Particles in
Cluster 1 had the largest fraction of nonacid carbonyl groups
(15%) among the four clusters, with alkane, hydroxyl, and
carboxylic acid groups contributing 29%, 28%, and 16% to
the OM, respectively. Cluster 2 particles were mainly com-
posed of alkane (42%) and carboxylic acid (29%) groups.
Together, Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 accounted for 93% of the
submicron FTIR spectra. Spectra in Cluster 3 were charac-
terized by sharp alkane group peaks and had the largest
fraction of alkane groups (52%) among the four clusters.
Cluster 4 represented particles that were mainly composed of
hydroxyl groups (65%). The distinct chemical composition
of the four clusters indicated differing contributions from
various sources and processes throughout the study.
[21] We found m/z 44 (CO2

+) accounted for 10% of AMS-
measured OM. AMS-measured sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium
contributed almost equally to PM1, the mass fraction ranging
from 8% to 11% on average. Using these three components in
an ion balance calculation revealed that the PM1 positive ions
(ammonium) were 20% higher than that of the negative ions
(2 � sulfate + nitrate). The time series of the positive and
negative ions correlated with an r of 0.99, indicating that these
ions likely formed and condensed simultaneously, i.e., sulfuric

Figure 2. Campaign average composition of (a) PM1,
(b) PM2.5, and (c) PM150nm [Ahlm et al., 2012]. The OM
concentration in PM1 and PM150nm was measured by the
AMS. The OM in PM2.5 was calculated by scaling the
AMS-measured OM1 by the FTIR-measured OM2.5-to-
OM1 ratio. The concentration of dust in Figures 2a and 2b
was calculated using the XRF-measured dust elements in
PM1 and PM2.5 as described in Figure 1. EC was not shown
in PM150nm because ultrafine EC measurements were not
available.

Table 1. Campaign Average OM Measured by FTIR and AMS
and Organic Functional Group Concentrations Measured by FTIR
(mg m�3) in PM1 and PM2.5

a

FTIRPM1 FTIRPM2.5 AMS

OM 2.42 � 1.68 3.24 � 1.42 4.23 � 2.75
Alkane 0.85 � 0.73 (35%) 1.09 � 0.45 (34%) -
Hydroxyl 0.53 � 0.58 (22%) 0.98 � 1.00 (30%) -
Carboxylic acid 0.51 � 0.58 (21%) 0.61 � 0.29 (19%) -
Nonacid carbonyl 0.26 � 0.24 (11%) 0.14 � 0.20 (4%) -
Amine 0.22 � 0.18 (9%) 0.33 � 0.15 (10%) -
Organonitrate 0.05 � 0.05 (2%) 0.07 � 0.06 (2%) -
Organosulfate BDL 0.02 � 0.04 (1%) -

aFunctional group mass fractions are shown in parentheses.

Figure 3. Time series of FTIR-measured organic func-
tional group concentrations (stacked bars) in PM1 and
AMS-measured OM (green line). The pie chart shows cam-
paign average functional group composition in PM1.
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acid and nitric acid interact with ammonia to form ammonium
sulfate and ammonium nitrate salts, respectively, followed
by condensation of the salts into preexisting particles. High
ammonium levels in Bakersfield aerosols are consistent with
large ammonia emissions in the SJV [Sorooshian et al.,
2008]. The excess ammonium (relative to inorganic sulfate
and nitrate) was likely formed by reaction of ammonia
with secondary organic acids, such as phthalic acid [Na et al.,
2007; Zhao et al., submitted manuscript, 2012]. Because the
excess ammonium (relative to inorganic sulfate and nitrate)
was �50% less (in molar concentration) than the FTIR-
measured carboxylic acid groups, the aerosol might be
slightly acidic.
[22] Elemental ratios (H/C and O/C) measured by the HR-

ToF-AMS are illustrated in the Van Krevelen diagram space
(Figure 5). The Van Krevelen diagram, displayed as H/C
versus O/C, has proven to be useful for describing evolution
of atmospheric organic aerosols [Heald et al., 2010;Ng et al.,
2011]. For example, conversion of alkane groups (�CH2–) to
carbonyl groups (�C(=O)–) results in a slope of�2 (addition
of 1 oxygen and loss of 2 hydrogen atoms), whereas pro-
cesses that convert alkane groups to hydroxyl groups (�OH)
have a slope of 0. Consequently, formation of hydro-
xycarbonyl or carboxylic acid groups yields a slope of �1.
The O/C and H/C in this study ranged from 0.02 to 0.62 and
from 1.28 to 1.99, respectively. The points in the Van Kre-
velen diagram can be grouped into two categories that have
different slopes. The relatively high-temperature points have
a slope of �0.93, while the slope of the low-temperature
points is �1.3 (Figure 5). The distinct slope and temperature

for the two categories suggest different chemical and physi-
cal processes, including oxidation, condensation, volatiliza-
tion, and mixing, between daytime and nighttime hours. The
measured O/C and H/C in both categories were strongly
anticorrelated (r = �0.94 to �0.92), suggesting these atmo-
spheric processes changed the O/C and H/C along straight
lines. The slopes of�0.93 and�1.3 of the linear fit from this
study was similar to the slope of �1.1 observed during the
SOAR-1 (Study of Organic Aerosol at Riverside) measure-
ments at Riverside [Heald et al., 2010], but organic aerosol
composition at Bakersfield had larger ranges of O/C and H/C
than at Riverside (O/C and H/C varied in 0.2–0.5 and 1.4–
1.7, respectively, during SOAR-1), which reflects the larger
variety of emission sources at Bakersfield.
[23] Compared to PM1, PM2.5 was composed of a larger

fraction of dust components (39%) and a lower fraction of
OM (41%) (Figure 2b). Dust components were mainly
composed of elements Ca, Si, Al, and Fe (more likely by their
oxides and salts). OM in PM2.5 (OM2.5) was largely (75%) in
submicron particles. The mass difference between OM1 and
OM2.5 (55% of OM1) can be explained by the hydroxyl
groups, suggesting that they were associated with larger par-
ticles such as dust components (details in following section).
Scaling the AMS-measured OM1 by the OM2.5-to-OM1

ratio measured by FTIR, the calculated AMS OM2.5 was
5.6 mgm�3, which is comparable to the OM2.5 (�6–7 mgm�3)
measured during May–June 1999–2001 at Bakersfield [Chow
et al., 2006a].

3.1. Identification of Organic Mass Sources

[24] The main factors contributing to the OM were identi-
fied separately from FTIR (PM1 and PM2.5) and AMS mea-
surements using positive matrix factorization (PMF) method
(PMF2) [Paatero and Tapper, 1994]. PMF procedures are
described in the appendices. The factors were identified pri-
marily by their correlations with particle-phase source

Figure 4. FTIR spectra during CalNex for (a) cluster 1 (143
spectra), (b) cluster 2 (69 spectra), (c) cluster 3 (11 spectra),
and (d) cluster 4 (5 spectra). Horizontal bars represent func-
tional group absorbance ranges: hydroxyl (pink), carboxylic
acid (green), alkane (blue), nonacid carbonyl (teal), amine
(orange), and organonitrate (beige). Pie chart shows the aver-
age functional group composition in each cluster. Vertical
bar represents the average relative contributions of the FTIR
factors in each clusters, with colors indicating alkane SOA
(blue), aromatic SOA (red), nighttime OA (green), PO SOA
(black), and vegetative detritus (orange).

Figure 5. Van Krevelen diagram (H/C versus O/C) from the
AMS measurements. The points are colored by temperature
(�C), with the scale shown by the vertical bar. The points with
temperature greater and less than 25�C are fitted by the red
and blue dashed lines, respectively. The slopes of the red
and blue lines are �0.93 and �1.3, respectively. The inter-
cepts of the red and blue lines are 1.76 and 1.91, respectively.
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markers, facilitated by comparisons of factor composition
and spectra to factors identified from past studies. Pearson’s
correlation coefficients (r) are used in this study. The corre-
lations were done at the highest time resolution possible with
the tracer measurements. The time resolution of the AMS,
TAG, and XRFmeasurements was�5 min, 1–2 h, and 3–6 h,
respectively. Subscripts “FTIR,” “FTIR2.5,” and “AMS”
denote the factors commonly identified from FTIR PM1,
FTIR PM2.5, and AMS measurements. Detailed factor iden-
tification procedures are presented below.
3.1.1. Factors Identified From FTIR PM1 and PM2.5

Measurements
[25] Five factors were identified from each of the FTIR

PM1 and PM2.5 measurements (auxiliary material).1 The PM1

and PM2.5 factors were similar in factor spectra and compo-
sitions (Figure 6a), indicating nearly the same factors were
found for OM1 and OM2.5, which is consistent with the fact
that 75% of OM2.5 was in OM1.
[26] The first factor covaried in timewith polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon (PAH) oxidation products 2 H-1-benzopyran-
2-one, dibenzofuran, 1,8-naphthalic acid/anhydride, ben-
zophenone, 4-hydroxy-9-fluorenone, and phthalic acid/
anhydride [Kautzman et al., 2010; Lee and Lane, 2009,
2010; Webb et al., 2006] measured by TAG (Table S1a in
auxiliary material Text S1) and phthalic acid (r = 0.7)

measured by GC-MS. The factor composition, largely
composed of nonacid carbonyl groups (59%), was consistent
with oxidation products for aromatic hydrocarbons [Chan et
al., 2009; Jaoui et al., 2008; Russell et al., 2011], including
PAH and light aromatic compounds. Therefore, this factor
was identified as an aromatic SOA factor, representing SOA
formed from aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs and light aro-
matic compounds) that were likely emitted from gasoline-
and diesel-powered vehicles [Schauer et al., 1999, 2002b].
This factor had the greatest contribution (31%) to Cluster 1
particles (Figure 4).
[27] The time series of the second factor correlated most

strongly to the time series of C11-C14 ketones (undecanone,
dodecanone, tridecanone, and tetradecanone) with r of 0.63
to 0.77 for the PM1 factor and 0.58 of 0.90 for the PM2.5

factor (Tables S1a and S1b in auxiliary material Text S1).
Note that the enhanced correlations for the PM2.5 factor were
likely caused by the longer duration of these daily samples,
which averaged out any offsets between the time of forma-
tion in the gas and particle phases. The long-chain (C11-C14)
ketones are suggested to be first-generation alkane oxidation
products [Lim and Ziemann, 2005, 2009], indicating that this
component likely formed from alkane oxidation processes.
The factor spectra and functional group compositions were
nearly identical to the fossil fuel combustion factors identi-
fied from the shipboard measurements near Houston and the
ground-based measurements in Southern California, which
were suggested to originate from alkane oxidation processes

Figure 6. (a) FTIR factor spectra derived from PM1 (solid line) and PM2.5 (dashed line) measurements.
The pie charts show factor compositions, with functional groups as follows: alkane (blue), hydroxyl (hot
pink), carboxylic acid (green), nonacid carbonyl (teal), and organonitrate (beige) functional groups. (b)
Campaign average mass fractions of FTIR PM1 and AMS factors. Colors indicate aromatic SOA (red)
(red and dark red for the AMS low and high O/C aromatic SOA factors, respectively), alkane SOA (blue)
(light blue and dark blue for the AMS low and high O/C alkane SOA factors, respectively), nighttime OA
(green), PO SOA (black), and vegetative detritus (orange), and COA (purple) factors. (c) Normalized mass
spectra of AMS factors.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2012JD018170.
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[Hawkins and Russell, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Russell et al.,
2009]. Thus this factor was denoted as the alkane SOA factor.
[28] The third factor from the PM1 factor analysis corre-

lated (r of 0.65) to pinonaldehyde measured by TAG and 3-
Hydroxyglutaric acid (r of 0.5) measured by GC-MS, which
are markers for biogenic SOA formed from oxidation of
a-pinene [Hallquist et al., 1999; Claeys et al., 2007]. This
factor, observed in high concentrations at night, was largely
composed of alkane groups (79%) and had the largest mass
fraction (8%) of organonitrate groups of all the factors; its
composition was consistent with products from a-pinene
and b-pinene oxidation by NO3 radicals [Hallquist et al.,
1999; Wängberg et al., 1997]. However, the factor showed
a weaker correlation (r ≤ 0.50) to PAH compounds, sug-
gesting a contribution of primary anthropogenic sources to
this factor. Thus, this factor was determined to be the
nighttime biogenic SOA factor mixed with less oxygenated
hydrocarbon-like anthropogenic emissions and denoted as
nighttime OA. The PM2.5 nighttime OA factor had similar
composition to the PM1 nighttime OA factor, being domi-
nated by alkane (57%) and organonitrate (17%) groups, but
also contained a larger hydroxyl group mass and enhanced
correlations to dust elements. Thus, the PM2.5 nighttime OA
factor likely included a small fraction of dust-related organic
components.
[29] The fourth factor of PM1 correlated (r of 0.6) to the

crude oil marker V (vanadium) [Khalaf et al., 1982]. Its IR
spectrum was comparable to the “oil combustion/refining”
factor spectrum identified from the shipboard measurements
near Houston [Russell et al., 2009]. The high mass fraction
(40% to 65%) of hydroxyl groups indicates that this factor
was likely formed as secondary products in the atmosphere.
The factor was identified as a petroleum operation SOA (PO
SOA) factor, representing the oil extraction and refinery
operations north and northwest of Bakersfield. The most
commonly used method for oil extraction in this area, steam
injection, heats crude oil using high-temperature steams. The
heated crude oil has reduced viscosity and therefore is easier to
pump [Fatemi and Jamaloei, 2011]. The high-temperature
steam comes from steam generators, which usually burn crude
oil and likely emits V-rich pollutants in addition to NOx, CO,

and hydrocarbons [Myers, 1986]. The corresponding PM2.5

factor spectrum was comparable to that of the PM1 factor
(Figure 6a), suggesting that they are the same factors. It is
worth noting that V in PM2.5 correlated well with dust ele-
ments, such as V correlating to Si with an r of 0.96 in PM2.5

that is much greater than the correlation of V and Si (r = 0.35)
in PM1, indicating that V in PM2.5 was largely from dust
sources [Chow et al., 2003], resulting in a weakly negative
correlation of the PO SOA factor and V in PM2.5. The average
concentration of the PO SOA factor peaked in the afternoon,
which was consistent with the daytime northwesterly winds
from the direction of the oil drilling and the associated petro-
leum operation activities located to the northwest of the sam-
pling site.
[30] The fifth factor of the PM1 and PM2.5 solutions cor-

related to the dust elements Si, Al, Ca, and Mg, suggesting
that this factor represented organic components associated
with dust particles. Double peaks at 2850 cm�1 and
2920 cm�1, along with a strong spectral absorption at
3500 cm�1, indicated the existence of repeating methylene
and phenol groups, which likely originated from plant wax
[Hawkins and Russell, 2010] and plant lignin compounds
[Cass, 1998], respectively. The large fraction of hydroxyl
groups (71% to 79%) in this factor was consistent with
saccharide-type compounds in plant materials [Bianchi et al.,
1993]. Association of the factor with dust and plant compo-
nents suggests that this factor was likely from vegetative
detritus that resuspended with dust particles. This factor was
denoted as a vegetative detritus factor and appeared pre-
dominately in Cluster 4 particles (Figure 4).
3.1.2. Factors Identified From AMS Measurements
[31] Six or seven factors were identified from the AMS

measurements. The factors in the 6- and 7-factor solutions had
similar factor time series and mass spectra (auxiliary material
Figures S7 and S8). Compared to the 6-factor solution, an
additional factor with high O/C (named as high O/C alkane
SOA and discussed below) was identified in the 7-factor
solution. We present both the 6- and 7-factor solutions to
show the consistency and variability of the PMF factors. The
factor m/z spectra, O/C, and H/C are shown in Figure 6c and
auxiliary material Figure S7.
[32] The first factor correlated strongly (r of 0.81 to 0.90)

to particle-phase PAH marker compounds (Table S2a in
auxiliary material Text S1), which are usually coemitted
with light aromatic compounds in vehicular exhausts. This
factor was characterized by a strong peak at m/z 44 and had
an O/C of 0.36, which was higher than the typical O/C of
HOA components (�0.10) observed in laboratory and field
studies (Table 2) but in the O/C range of 0.20 to 0.60 for SV-
OOA (semivolatile OOA) identified from a number of AMS
measurements [Ng et al., 2010]. Thus, it suggests that this
factor was oxidized but associated with a low oxidation state
and, so, was termed low O/C aromatic SOA factor.
[33] Compared to the low O/C aromatic SOA factor, the

second factor more closely correlated to long-chain alkanes
and alkane SOA components (Tables S2a and S2b in
auxiliary material Test S1), suggesting that this factor likely
originated from alkane-related sources. The H/C of this
factor was 21% higher than the O/C of the low O/C aromatic
SOA factor (Figure 6c). This result is consistent with the
expectation of a higher H/C for alkane SOA than aromatic
SOA: Since alkanes are more saturated than aromatics,

Table 2. Summary of O/C Values for Primary or HOA
Components From Previous Studies and O/C of SOA Components
in This Study

Source Type O/Ca References

Primary OA <0.1 This study
HOA (New York City) 0.06 Sun et al. [2011]
HOA (Mexico City aircraft) 0.06 DeCarlo et al. [2004]
Diesel exhaust 0.03, 0.05 Aiken et al. [2008], Nakao et al.

[2011]
Gasoline exhaust 0.04 Aiken et al. [2008]
Cooking emission 0.08–0.13 He et al. [2010]
COA 0.11 Huang et al. [2010]
COA 0.05 This study
Nighttime OA 0.01 This study
Secondary OA 0.20–0.68 This study
Alkane SOA 0.27–0.63 This study
Aromatic SOA 0.36–0.68 This study
PO SOA 0.20 This study

aAMS-measured O/C excludes organonitrate and organosulfate
contributions to O as the nitrate and sulfate components were not
distinguishable from inorganic.
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alkane SOA is expected to be less oxygenated than aromatic
SOA. As the factor O/C (0.27) was higher than expected for
primary OM (�0.10) (Table 2), it was identified as a low O/
C alkane SOA factor.
[34] The third factor had the highest O/C (0.68–0.72) of all

the factors, suggesting that this factor is also secondary but
more oxidized than the first two factors—possibly because
they formed in later generations [Jimenez et al., 2009]. The
factor spectrum was nearly identical and resembled those of
LV-OOA (low-volatility OOA) [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. The
time series of this factor correlated most strongly to PAH
SOA marker compounds, suggesting that this factor likely
represented the oxidation products of aromatic hydro-
carbons, including light aromatics and PAH. This factor was

identified as a high O/C aromatic SOA factor. The high O/C
aromatic SOA factors in the 6- and 7-factor solutions had
similar time series, with the former associated with greater
mass concentration (auxiliary material Figures S7 and S8).
[35] The fourth factor, the additional factor identified in

the 7-factor solution, had similar mass spectra to the high
O/C aromatic SOA factor. This factor correlated to both PAH
SOA and alkane SOA markers. While the similarity of the
factor spectra and correlations with source markers make it dif-
ficult to distinguish this factor and the high O/C aromatic SOA
factor, their diurnal cycles were different (Figures 7a and 7b).
The high O/C aromatic SOA factor peaked at noon and in the
evening (2000 h), while the fourth factor had a broad peak
centered at 1500 h. Distinct diurnal cycles suggested differ-
ent formation pathways. The high O/C aromatic SOA factor
and the fourth factor correlated weakly to long-chain alkane
compounds (e.g., heptadecane and octadecane in Table S2b
in auxiliary material Text S1), with the latter having stronger
correlations (r of 0.25 to 0.27 for the high O/C aromatic
SOA factor and r of 0.37 to 0.38 for the fourth factor).
Furthermore, enhanced correlations to alkane compounds of
0.63 to 0.72 resulted from daily averaged concentration of
the fourth factor, but such a large enhancement was not
observed under the same conditions for the high O/C aro-
matic SOA factor (r of 0.37 to 0.46). This suggests that the
fourth factor was likely largely linked to alkane-related
sources, although contribution of aromatic SOA to this factor
cannot be entirely ruled out. Accordingly, the fourth factor
was defined as a high O/C alkane SOA factor. The higher
H/C ratio of the high O/C alkane SOA compared to the high
O/C aromatic SOA is consistent with the expectation that
alkane SOA contains more C-H bonds than aromatic SOA,
given that the precursor alkanes are more saturated than
aromatics. The high O/C alkane SOA factor accounted for
71% of total alkane SOA, which includes high and low O/C
alkane SOA components. This mass fraction is consistent
with mechanism simulation that suggests more than 67% of
alkane SOA was fourth-generation and higher products after
10 h of reactions [Yee et al., 2012].
[36] Concentrations of the fifth factor peaked at night

(Figure 7c), having been associated with nighttime easterly
and southeasterly winds. This pattern compares to that of
monoterpenes and their oxidation products (e.g., pino-
naldehyde), which suggests contributions from biogenic
sources to this factor. The very low O/C (<0.1) also indicates
a contribution from primary OM. The mass spectrum was
similar to the spectrum of HOA (hydrocarbon-like organic
aerosol) [Ulbrich et al., 2009] (see also http://cires.colorado.
edu/jimenez-group/AMSsd), indicating unoxidized primary
anthropogenic sources. As such, this factor was identified as
nighttime OA.
[37] The sixth factor had a stronger correlation with V than

any other source markers. In addition, the factor’s diurnal
cycle matched the diurnal cycle of V, suggesting organic
components from petroleum operations. The factor was
characterized by m/z 43 (87% C2H3O

+ and 13% C3H7
+) with

an O/C of 0.20, which is larger than 0.10 that is typical for
HOA (Table 2). For this reason, this factor is considered
secondary rather than primary and termed petroleum opera-
tion SOA (PO SOA).
[38] The seventh factor was identified as a cooking

organic aerosol (COA) factor for two reasons: The factor

Figure 7. Diurnal cycles for (a) aromatic SOAFTIR (red),
low O/C aromatic SOAAMS (red), and high O/C aromatic
SOAAMS (dark red), (b) alkane SOAFTIR (blue), low O/C
alkane SOAAMS (light blue), and high O/C alkane SOAAMS

(dark blue), (c) nighttime OAFTIR (green) and nighttime
OAAMS (green), (d) PO SOAFTIR (black) and PO SOAAMS

(black), (e) vegetative detritus (orange), and (f) COA (pur-
ple) factors. In each panel, horizontal bars represent FTIR
factors (PM1 samples), with bar lengths indicating sampling
duration; lines with markers represent AMS factors.
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spectrum was similar to previously identified COA factor
mass spectra [Huang et al., 2010; Mohr et al., 2012] that
were characterized by m/z 27, 41, 55, and 69 with Dm/z of
14, fragments specific for unsaturated fatty acids emitted
from cooking activities [He et al., 2010]; and the factor
correlated to the food cooking marker hexadecanoic acid
(Tables S2a and S2b in auxiliary material Test S1) [Allan
et al., 2010; He et al., 2004]. Further, a low O/C (0.05)
suggests that this factor was simply recondensed cooking
oils from local sources that had undergone little or no
oxidation in the atmosphere.
[39] We have focused on the 7-factor solution in the fol-

lowing discussions since it may suggest differences in the
oxidation products formed with time.
3.1.3. Comparison of FTIR (PM1 and PM2.5)
and AMS Factors
[40] The FTIR PM1 and PM2.5 factors were similar in

compositions but differed in mass. Overall, the reconstructed
ratio of OM1 (the sum of PM1 factors) to OM2.5 (the sum of
PM2.5 factors) was 0.85, 13% higher than the actual mea-
sured OM1/OM2.5 of 0.75. The greatest difference between
PM1 and PM2.5 factors was observed in the vegetative
detritus factor, the OM being 55% higher in PM2.5. This
difference was largely (92%) attributed to hydroxyl groups
(Figure 8), which likely originated from plant materials and
then mixed with dusts to result in a larger fraction with
bigger particles. The aromatic SOA and alkane SOA factors
were 12% and 33% higher, respectively, in PM2.5, with the
alkane groups accounting for the largest difference in each
pair of factors. As aforementioned, the nighttime OAFTIR2.5

likely had some dust fractions, indicating incomplete sepa-
ration of this factor from PM2.5 samples, so nighttime
OAFTIR2.5 was slightly smaller than nighttime OAFTIR. The
PO SOAFTIR was higher in the alkane group mass and lower
in the hydroxyl group mass compared to the PO SOAFTIR2.5,
resulting in comparable total OM between the two factors.
[41] The factors identified from AMS measurements show

consistencies and differences to the factors derived from
FTIR measurements. The low O/C and high O/C aromatic
SOAAMS factors, taken together, correlated to aromatic
SOAFTIR with an r of 0.73 (auxiliary material Figure S9).

The sum of the low and high O/C aromatic SOAAMS factors
accounted for 25% of OM, consistent with the OM fraction
(24%) of the aromatic SOAFTIR factor (Figure 6b). Similarly,
good correlation (r = 0.74) was observed for the sum of the
low and high O/C alkane SOAAMS factors and the alkane
SOAFTIR factor, each of which accounted for 41% to 42%
of the OM. The difference between the FTIR and AMS high
O/C factors can be seen from Figure 7: The diurnal cycle of
the alkane SOAFTIR is more similar to the low O/C alkane
SOAAMS than the total alkane SOAAMS, and the diurnal cycle
of the aromatic SOAFTIR is more similar to the high O/C
aromatic SOAAMS than the total aromatic SOAAMS. The
difference in diurnal cycles may result from the scatter in
their correlations as well as the uncertainties of the mea-
surements and factorization. The PO SOAAMS and PO
SOAFTIR (correlated with an r of 0.52) contributed 13% to
14% of OM. The campaign average mass fractions of
NOAFTIR and NOAAMS factors were 10% to 13%, with
higher fractions of 21% to 24% during 0000–0600 h. The
difference between NOAFTIR and NOAAMS is that NOAFTIR

includes a substantial contribution of organonitrate func-
tional groups (and a higher associated O/C from them)
whereas the organonitrate mass was not distinguishable from
the inorganic nitrate in the AMS. However, the AMS mea-
surements were likely more sensitive to smaller particles that
may have included a larger fraction of HOA that was not
resolved by the FTIR PMF. These differences likely resulted
in the relatively low correlation (r = 0.52) between NOAFTIR

and NOAAMS. The vegetative detritus factor (10% OM) was
identified only from FTIR measurements, likely because this
component was mixed with dust in particles of 500 nm and
larger, which have reduced transmission efficiency in the
AMS aerodynamic lens and could not be detected effectively
by the AMS. The COAAMS (7% OM) was not found in the
FTIR measurements. This difference between the AMS and
FTIR factors may be due to COA components mainly exist-
ing as small particles (100–200 nm, as discussed in section
4.3), where the small-particle collection efficiency of 1 mm
Teflon filters drops off [Liu and Lee, 1976] and the small
mass in this size range were insufficient for detection.
[42] In summary, factors identified from PM1 and PM2.5

FTIR and AMS measurements showed good agreement in
source type, mass fraction, and time series. The missing
vegetative detritus factor for the AMS measurements and
COA factor for the FTIR measurements contributed 10% of
OM in PM1, and both were within the expected uncertainties
for each technique. The high O/C aromatic and alkane SOA
factors were mathematically independent (r < 0.7) but their
mass spectra were chemically similar (cosine similarity was
0.99) (cosine similarity is defined as cosine of the angle
between two vectors [Stein and Scott, 1994], values ranging
from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating higher similarity),
thus source markers are needed to justify separation of these
factors; in contrast, the FTIR aromatic and alkane SOA
factors were mathematically independent (r < 0.5) and their
IR spectra were chemically different (e.g., cosine similarity
was 0.3), thus source markers are not needed to justify sep-
aration of the FTIR factors but provide a link to their pre-
cursors. The FTIR and AMS factors suggested that 80% to
90% of OM was secondary, even those measurements con-
ducted near emission sources. Of these SOA components,

Figure 8. Mass concentration comparison of FTIR PM1

and PM2.5 factors. Striped and solid bars indicate PM1 and
PM2.5 factors, respectively. Color assignments for functional
groups are the same as in Figure 3.
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aromatic and alkane SOA factors accounted for 65% of OM,
indicating fossil fuel combustion that was likely from motor
vehicles is the largest source at Bakersfield. This finding is
consistent with previous source apportionment studies at
Bakersfield [Hamilton et al., 2004; Kleeman et al., 1999;
Schauer and Cass, 2000]. Also from these studies, wood
combustion was identified as a significant source only in
winter, likely because residential heating (the main source of
wood burning) was not in use during the early summer
period [Chow et al., 2006b]. However, the petroleum oper-
ation, categorized as having near-zero emissions in recent

source inventory in southern SJV (Table 3), should be added
given its contribution of 14% OM.

3.2. Identification of Single-Particle Types

3.2.1. Single-Particle NEXAFS Spectra
[43] Single-particle X-ray spectra (80 particles) were cat-

egorized into three major groups based on their spectro-
scopic similarities (Figure 9). To gain further insight into
their source types, each group was compared to single-par-
ticle X-ray spectra for each of the 14 types of particles
identified by Takahama et al. [2007]: Group I particles
showed strong carboxylic acid group absorption at 288.7 eV.
Their particle spectra were comparable to type “a” particles,
likely formed from atmospheric processing, which suggests
the group’s secondary origins. Group II spectra were char-
acterized by strong absorption at 285.0 eV due to sp2

bonding of soot or black carbon. Since these particles
resembled Takahama’s “strongly aromatic aerosols” (e.g.,
type “h” particles) (Figure 9b), defined as particles that have
strong absorption at 285 eV due to sp2 carbon bonding,
diesel exhaust was the likely origin. Group III particles
showed no significant peaks for organic functional groups.
The lack of a C = C peak at 285.0 eV and a C-OH peak at
�287.0 eV, which are characteristic for biomass-burning
type particles, essentially excluded the possibility of Group
III having a biomass burning source [Braun, 2005; Tivanski
et al., 2007], although the C = C peak for such particles is
relatively smaller compared to that of diesel soot particles.
Furthermore, high absorbance seen in the K region (at 297.4
and 299.9 eV) was consistent with dust sources, the likely
origin of Group III’s particles.
3.2.2. Single-Particle Mass Spectra
[44] Single-particle mass spectra for 147,357 particles

were clustered (detailed in Liu et al. [2012]) to reveal three

Table 3. Source Inventory of PM2.5 for Kern County in the San
Joaquin Valley in 2008 (http://www.arb.ca.gov/ei/emissiondata.
htm) Shown as Percentage of PM2.5 and Sources Identified in This
Study Shown as Percentage of OM2.5

Source Type Inventory (%) This Study (%)

Mobile motor sources 31 (80)a 65
Petroleum production and refining 0 (1) 14
Miscellaneous processes
Dust 16 (14) 10
Cooking 2 (4) 7
Residential fuel combustion 7 NDb

Farming operations 9 ND
Construction and demolition 1 ND
Managed burning and disposal 6 ND
Fuel (mainly natural gas) combustion 14 ND
Industrial processes 13 ND
Solvent evaporation 0 ND
Waste disposal 0 ND
Cleaning and surface coatings 0 ND

aThe numbers in the parentheses represent percentage out of the four
sources that are commonly identified in the source inventory and from
this study.

bND represents sources that were not detected from this study.

Figure 9. Normalized single-particle X-ray spectra for particle types: (a) Group I (35 particles),
(b) Group II (24 particles), and (c) Group III (21 particles). Other identifiers include individual particle
spectra (gray) and group averages (blue). For comparison, note type “a,” “h,” and “k” particles (red)
(as identified by Takahama et al. [2007]), respectively, in Figures 9a–9c. Vertical lines (orange) in each
panel represent absorptions at energies 285.0, 288.7, 297.4, and 299.9 eV.
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single-particle clusters: Cluster I mass spectra were charac-
terized by m/z 44 and were comparable to LV-OOA spectra
in the AMS database [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. Cluster II par-
ticles had strong m/z 43 signals, and their spectra resembled
those of SV-OOA components. Cluster III spectra were
characterized by m/z 27, 29, 41, 55, 57, and 69, which were
typical for hydrocarbon type aerosols (m/z 29, 57) or
cooking organic aerosols (m/z 27, 41, 55, 69). This sug-
gested that Cluster III particles likely originated from mixed
local primary sources.
3.2.3. Single-Particle Types Compared With Bulk
Source Types
[45] The “secondary” (Group I), “diesel exhaust” (Group

II), and “dust” (Group III) particle types resulting from
single-particle X-ray spectra broadly matched the major
source types identified from bulk particle functional group
factor analysis. Secondary particles accounted for 44% of

total measured particles, which was consistent with bulk
particle analysis that suggested SOA was the major com-
ponent of OM. Similarly, the “high m/z 44” (Cluster I),
“high m/z 43” (Cluster II), and “mixed” (Cluster III) particle
types derived from single-particle mass spectra analysis
matched the major source types from the bulk particle mass
spectra factor analysis. Taken together, the high m/z 44 and
m/z 43 types accounted for 56% of identified particles,
both by number and mass. Specifically, the group average
high m/z 44 single-particle spectrum correlated to the
mass spectra for the high O/C alkane and aromatic SOA
components with an r of 0.96 and 0.92, respectively.
High spectral correlations were also observed for the high
m/z 43 type particles that correlated to the low O/C
alkane SOA with r = 0.96 and the mixed-type particles
that correlated to COA, PO SOA, and nighttime OA with
r = 0.86, 0.76, and 0.70, respectively. Agreement of

Table 4. Summary of Concentration (Under the Name of the Factors), OM Fraction (in Parentheses), Oxidant, Peak Time (Under the
Name of the Oxidant), O/C, Organic Functional Group (OFG) Composition, Size Range, and Source of FTIR and the AMS Factors

FTIR Factor AMS Factor
Oxidant

(Peak Time) O/C OFG Size (nm) Source

Aromatic SOA Low O/C OH 0.36 Alkane 15 250–900 Fossil fuel
combustionaromatic SOA Acid 0

PM1: 0.61 (24%) (0–6;
12–18)

Hydroxyl 16
0.35 (9%) (Secondary)

PM2.5: 0.77 (23%) High O/C OH 0.68 Carbonyl 59 200–500 Fossil fuel
combustionaromatic SOA Amine 10

(18–23) ON 0
0.64 (16%) (Secondary)

Alkane SOA Low O/C OH 0.27 Alkane 50 Fossil fuel
combustionalkane SOA Acid 38

PM1: 1.21 (41%) (22–6) Hydroxyl 7
0.48 (12%) (Secondary)

PM2.5: 1.43 (43%) High O/C O3 0.63 Carbonyl 0 Fossil fuel
combustionalkane SOA Amine 4

(10–17) ON 1 (Secondary)
1.19 (30%)

Nighttime OA Nighttime OA NO3 0.01 Alkane 80 400–700 Fossil fuel
combustion/biogenic

emissions
Acid 6

PM1: 0.30 (10%) 0.50 (13%) (0–6) Hydroxyl 6
Carbonyl 0

PM2.5: 0.25 (8%) Amine 0
ON 8 (Primary and

secondary)

PO SOA PO SOA OH and/or 0.20 Alkane 47 100–200 Petroleum
operationsO3 Acid 9

PM1: 0.42 (14%) 0.49 (13%) Hydroxyl 40
(10–17) Carbonyl 0 (Secondary)

PM2.5: 0.42 (13%) Amine 3
ON 1

Vegetative
detritus

- - 1.09 Alkane 15 - Resuspended
dusts and

plant materials
Acid 1

(12–18) Hydroxyl 71
PM1: 0.29 (10%) Carbonyl 0

Amine 13 (Primary)
PM2.5: 0.45 (14%) ON 0

- COA - 0.05 - 100–200 Cooking
activities

0.29 (7%) (12–18;
20–23) (Primary)
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single and bulk particle types speaks to the ubiquity of
SOA in fine OM at Bakersfield.

4. Discussion

[46] The SOA components, which were derived from
factor analysis, differed in mass, chemical composition, and
diurnal cycle (summarized in Table 4), suggesting they were
produced via distinct oxidation processes and likely favored
by specific meteorological conditions. In this section, we
compare the SOA components and discuss the underlying
processes that likely led to their formation. Special attention
is given to alkane SOA, aromatic SOA, and nighttime OA;
the first two prevailed during daytime, and the last was a
significant constituent at night. In addition, we discuss size
distributions of SOA components, which confirm the source
identification and indicate the likely formation process.

4.1. Contrasting Formation of Alkane and Aromatic
Secondary Organic Aerosol Components

[47] The diurnal cycle for high O/C alkane SOAAMS was
consistent over the course of the study, with concentrations
peaking in the afternoon for 74% of the 45-day campaign
(Figure 10, left). The average diurnal cycle resembled that of
the odd oxygen (O3 + NO2), and the factor mass fraction
correlated to odd oxygen with an r of 0.70 (higher temper-
ature associated with larger odd oxygen mixing ratios and
greater factor mass fractions) (Figure 10, right), suggesting
O3 either played an important role in its formation or was
coproduced with alkane SOA from similar precursors on
similar time scales. Good correlation of alkane SOA to odd
oxygen were also found by recent model simulations even
without a role for O3 in the oxidation of alkanes [Pye and

Pouliot, 2012]. The alkane SOAFTIR factor mole composi-
tion of 0.11/0.04/0.00/0.86 among carboxylic acid/hydroxyl/
nonacid carbonyl/alkane groups compared well to C12

alkane oxidation products, with mole fractions of 0.12/0.13/
0.02/0.73 for the carboxylic acid/hydroxyl/nonacid car-
bonyl/alkane groups [Russell et al., 2011]. This composition
was inferred from a two-step oxidation pathway: 1) gas-
phase alkane oxidation by OH radicals to form particle-
phase dihydrofuran; and 2) evaporation of dihydrofuran
followed by O3 oxidation, forming carboxylic acid and
alkane group dominated products [Russell et al., 2011]. The
products from each step likely represented first-generation
and higher SOA components, respectively [Lim and
Ziemann, 2005, 2009]. Therefore, that the high O/C alkane
SOAAMS factor correlated with odd oxygen indicated
second-generation or higher products from alkane oxidation.
Neither the low O/C alkane SOAAMS factor nor the sum of
the high and low O/C alkane SOAAMS factors (correlating to
the alkane SOAFTIR factor, r = 0.74) correlated to odd oxy-
gen, indicating that the low O/C alkane SOAAMS factor may
have been associated with the first step of oxidation which
happened faster than O3 formation or for which O3 was not
required.
[48] For the diurnal cycle of the high O/C aromatic

SOAAMS factor, no consistent pattern was identified. Day-to-
day variation likely resulted from the variety of the aromatic
species emitted from vehicular emissions, including light
aromatic hydrocarbons and polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs), the quantities of which are highly dependent
on combusted fuels [Richter and Howard, 2000]. In contrast,
alkane compounds were relatively simple in their structure
and could readily be grouped into linear, branched, and cyclic
alkane classes, with SOA products fairly similar among these

Figure 10. (left) Diurnal variations of mass fraction for the high O/C alkane SOAAMS factor (blue
boxes), mass fraction for the high O/C aromatic SOAAMS factor (dashed red line), odd oxygen (pink),
CO (black), and OH (purple). (OH radical was measured by William Brune’s research group [Ahlm
et al., 2012].) The horizontal bar in each box represents the median value. Upper and lower bounds of
the boxes represent 25th and 75th percentiles, with whiskers extending to 5th and 95th percentiles. (right)
Correlation of mass fraction of the high O/C alkane SOAAMS (blue) and high O/C aromatic SOAAMS (red)
factors to odd oxygen. Darker colors indicate higher temperatures as the vertical color bars show.
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classes [Lim and Ziemann, 2009]. The mass yield of aromatic
compounds may vary significantly as was found in SOA
yields from naphthalene, which ranged from 2% to 22%
[Shakya and Griffin, 2010] and from 19% to 74% [Chan
et al., 2009] under comparable experimental conditions (i.e.,
OH concentration, initial hydrocarbon concentration, and
initial NOx mixing ratio). This indicated that yields of aro-
matic hydrocarbons were extremely sensitive to environ-
mental conditions. In addition, SOA components from PAH
oxidation have been shown to be sensitive to NOx mixing
ratios, with ring-opening compounds being major products
under high NOx conditions and ring-retaining compounds
formed under low NOx conditions [Kautzman et al., 2010].
[49] The variety of the aromatic compounds, sensitivity of

their yields to the environmental conditions, and dependence
of their oxidation products on NOx, likely contributed to the
variability of the diurnal cycle for the high O/C aromatic
SOAAMS factor. This factor’s mass fraction (or mass con-
centration) did not correlate to odd oxygen (Figure 10),
suggesting that O3 played a minor role (if any) in its forma-
tion. The aromatic SOAFTIR factor, which likely represented
the average composition of a variety of aromatic SOA com-
ponents, was largely composed of nonacid carbonyl groups
(59%), which was consistent with the OH radical oxidation
products for aromatic precursors, a majority of which contain
ketone groups [Esteve et al., 2003; Lee and Lane, 2009; Lee
and Lane, 2010; Wang et al., 2007; Webb et al., 2006]. The
similarity of the aromatic SOAFTIR factor to OH oxidation
products for aromatic hydrocarbons suggests that OH was the
main oxidant that oxidized primary aromatic compounds to
their SOA products. This observation is consistent with pre-
vious kinetic studies that showed that aromatic hydrocarbons
primarily react with OH radicals in the atmosphere [Kwok
et al., 1994].

[50] The functional group composition of alkane and aro-
matic SOAFTIR factors are significantly different from the
biogenic SOA factors identified in previous studies. For
example, the biogenic SOA factor identified from Whistler,
a remote forested site, has mole fractions of 0.44/0.25/0.16/
0.10 for alkane, hydroxyl, nonacid, and carboxylic groups
[Russell et al., 2011]; that is, the Whistler biogenic factor has
a smaller alkane group fraction and a larger hydroxyl group
fraction than the alkane SOAFTIR factor. The biogenic SOA
factor also has a smaller fraction of nonacid carbonyl groups
than the aromatic SOAFTIR factor.

4.2. Nighttime Formation of Biogenic Secondary
Organic Aerosols

[51] While high O/C alkane and aromatic SOAAMS com-
ponents peaked during the day, high concentrations (20% to
52% OM) of the nighttime OA factors were observed at
night (Figure 11a). The nighttime OAFTIR factor, although
influenced by primary anthropogenic sources, had signifi-
cant signatures of biogenic SOA. The factor composition of
alkane (57% to 79% OM), organonitrate (8% to 17% OM),
and nonacid carbonyl groups (0% to 8% OM) was chemi-
cally similar to a-pinene and b-pinene SOA produced by
NO3 radical oxidation. These SOA components typically
comprise 63% to 68% alkane groups, 8% to 26% organonitrate
groups, and 2% to 24% nonacid carbonyl groups [Hallquist
et al., 1999; Wängberg et al., 1997]. Therefore, the SOA frac-
tion of the nighttime OAFTIR factor likely formed via NO3

radical oxidation. Supporting this argument is the correlation
(r = 0.5) of nighttime OAFTIR with nitrated organosulfates (e.g.,
C10H16NO7S

�, C9H14NO8S
�, and C10H16NO10S

� ions mea-
sured by UPLC/ESI-HR-Q-TOFMS), the most abundant
organosulfate compound class (observed at the Bakersfield
site) that is likely produced from NO3 radical oxidation of

Figure 11. (a) Diurnal cycle of nighttime OAFTIR with inner charts showing frequency of daytime and
nighttime wind directions. (b) Correlation of nighttime OAFTIR with NOx for nighttime samples. The inner
box plot shows dependence of factor concentration on RH, which included at least 10 points (45 points
total) per bin. For each box in Figures 11a and 11b, upper and lower bounds represent 25th and 75th per-
centiles, and whiskers extend to 5th and 95th percentiles.
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a-pinene and limonene-like monoterpenes (e.g., myrcene)
under dark conditions [Surratt et al., 2008].
[52] As described in section 3.1, easterly downslope winds

prevailed at night, which likely carried biogenic VOCs to the
sampling site. Biogenic VOCs (e.g., terpenes) typically
contain one or more carbon-carbon double bonds, highly
chemically active and readily oxidized typically by O3 and
NO3 radicals under nighttime conditions. While some back-
ground O3 was still detected at night (�10 ppb), no correla-
tion was observed between the nighttime OAFTIR factor and
the O3 concentration, indicating O3 may not play a major role
in formation of nighttime OAFTIR. However, background O3

could react with NO2 to generate NO3 radicals and could also
convert NO to NO2 to prevent loss of NO3 radicals by
reacting with NO. The nighttime OAFTIR factor correlated to
nighttime NOx (Figure 11b), which is the precursor of NO3

radicals, confirming that nighttime OAFTIR was likely formed
by NO3 radical oxidation. Rollins et al. [2012] estimated that
1/3 of OM increase at night was accounted for by organoni-
trate group-containing molecules, which is consistent with the
nighttime formation mechanism of the nighttime OAFTIR fac-
tor. Moreover, the nighttime OAFTIR factor accounted for 50%
to 80% of the observed organonitrate group mass, which is
consistent with an expected higher organonitate group yield
from NO3 oxidation reactions than that from OH radical and
O3 oxidation processes. Additionally, lower concentrations of
nighttime OAFTIR were associated with high RH (Figure 11b),
which is consistent with the loss of NO3 radicals under highRH
conditions (shifting the reaction NO3 +NO2 =N2O5 to the right
through N2O5 uptake under high RH). Although alkane and
aromatic hydrocarbons coexisted with biogenic VOCs at night,
their oxidation rate constants for NO3 radicals were typically
less than 10�16 and 10�15 cm3 molecule�1 s�1, respectively
[Atkinson and Arey, 2003]. These rate constants were 103 to
106 times smaller than rate constants of the biogenic hydro-
carbons (oxidation by NO3 radicals), which typically ranged
from 10�10 to 10�12 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 [Atkinson and Arey,
2003]. Therefore, NO3 radicals mainly reacted with biogenic
VOCs, forming biogenic SOA components with organonitrate
functional groups in the nighttime atmosphere.
[53] Compared to the biogenic SOA factors identified at

Whistler (British Columbia, at 1020 m above sea level)
[Schwartz et al., 2010], the nighttime OAFTIR factor had
significantly larger contribution of organonitrate groups. This
difference likely arises from distinct oxidation conditions: O3

or OH radical oxidation under low NOx (1.5 ppb) at Whistler
and NO3 radical oxidation under high NOx (15 ppb at night)
at Bakersfield.

4.3. Insights of SOA Formation From
Factor Size Distribution

[54] Time series of the OM factors were correlated to time
series of OM particle size sections (OM30–100, OM100–200,
OM200–300, OM300–400, OM400–500, OM500–600, OM600–700,
OM700–800, OM800–900, OM900–1000) derived from the AMS
TOF mode measurements, resulting in a set of correlation
coefficients for each factor. The square of the correlation
coefficient (r2) between an OM section and a factor repre-
sents the fraction of variability of an OM section that could
be explained by variability of the factor [Rodgers and
Nicewander, 1988]. The mean and variability (standard
deviation) for the OM sections were comparable (Table 5),
suggesting that most of the OM concentration was controlled
by OM variability. Similarly, the factor concentration was
controlled by variability in the factor concentration. There-
fore, high r2 between an OM section and a factor suggests
that the mass of the OM section was likely accounted for by
the factor, i.e., a majority of the factor mass likely distributed
in the same size range as the OM section. For this reason, the
r2 distribution (versus size) for each factor represents the
factor mass size distribution to a great extent. Factor mass
size distribution estimated from this approach can be vali-
dated by size distribution estimated from a marker-based
method (e.g., size distribution of m/z 44 represents size
distribution of SOA), which has proven to be approximately
accurate [Ulbrich et al., 2012].
[55] Variability of OM in 200 nm to 500 nm sized particles

was accounted for by the high O/C alkane and aromatic SOA
factors (Figure 12a), suggesting that the high O/C factors
peaked in 200 nm to 500 nm size range. Mass of fragment
CO2

+ (m/z 44), largely accounted for by high O/C alkane SOA
(55%) and high O/C aromatic SOA (30%) factors, peaked in
the 150 nm to 500 nm size range, which agreed well with r2

distributions for the two high O/C factors. These peak size
ranges are comparable to those for the OOA factor identified
from Mexico City measurements using 3-D factorization
analysis [Ulbrich et al., 2012]. Oxidized components enri-
ched in 200 nm to 500 nm sized particles typically form by
condensation of gas-phase secondary organic species, because
these particles provide most of the surface area that mass
transfer mainly occurs in this size range [Seinfeld and Pandis,
2006]. In addition, oxidized components in 200 nm to 500 nm
sized particles are often associated with high O3 mixing ratios
[Alfarra et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2005],
suggesting that the high O/C factors were produced during
photochemical processes. Note that r2 size distributions of the

Table 5. Mean Concentration, Variability, and Fraction of Variability Explained by the AMS Factors for the OM Sections

OM30–100 OM100–200 OM200–300 OM300–400 OM400–500 OM500–600 OM600–700 OM700–800 OM800–900 OM900–1000

Mean concentration (mg m�3) 0.12 0.55 0.30 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01
Variability (standard deviation) (mg m�3) 0.08 0.32 0.22 0.17 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01
Ratio of variability to mean 0.69 0.58 0.71 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.95 1.05 1.20 1.50
Fraction of variability explained (r2)
Low O/C aromatic SOA 0.03 0.04 0.36 0.44 0.49 0.45 0.43 0.45 0.38 0.35
High O/C aromatic SOA 0.02 0.28 0.69 0.61 0.35 0.15 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.14
Low O/C alkane SOA 0.01 0.26 0.60 0.53 0.44 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.24 0.25
High O/C alkane SOA 0.01 0.16 0.67 0.64 0.31 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.15
Nighttime OA 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.45 0.67 0.66 0.56 0.44 0.31
PO SOA 0.25 0.53 0.33 0.20 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03
COA 0.21 0.48 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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high O/C factors shifted 50 nm (daytime) and 20 nm (night-
time) toward larger sized particles compared to the m/z 44 size
distribution, a difference likely caused by variation of non-m/z
44 fragments in the high O/C factors that underwent different
atmospheric processes compared to the processes experi-
enced by fragment m/z 44. Larger daytime shifts reflect more
complex processes, which could also explain the shoulder at
600 nm to 900 nm of daytime r2 distributions. Low O/C
alkane and aromatic SOA factors had similar r2 size dis-
tributions compared to those for the high O/C factors, except
the low O/C alkane SOA was broadly distributed (250 to
900 nm) (Figure 12b). This likely resulted from the low O/C
alkane SOA’s temperature-driven condensation at night
[Lanz et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2010], as daily temperatures
fluctuated widely (10–20�C). The r2 of another low O/C
factor, PO SOA, peaked in the 100 nm to 200 nm size range.
Fragment m/z 43 (72% C2H3O

+ and 28% C3H7
+) was repre-

sentative of low O/C factors. Daytime size distribution of m/z
43 peaked in the 100 nm to 600 nm size range, as was

consistent with size distributions of low O/C alkane SOA,
low O/C aromatic SOA, and PO SOA factors. A distinct
mode of m/z 43 at 400 nm to 700 nm occurred at night,
likely a contribution of C3H7

+ from primary emissions.
[56] The size distribution of r2 of the nighttime OA

factor peaked in the 400 nm to 700 nm size range at night
(Figure 12c). This size range largely overlapped the larger
mode in nighttime size distribution of m/z 57, which was
expected because 60% of m/z 57 mass fragment was attrib-
uted to the nighttime OA factor. The 400 nm to 700 nmmode
was not present in the size distribution of SOA components
(such as fragment m/z 44, sulfate, and nitrate, Figure 12),
suggesting that nighttime OM400–700 was likely associated
with primary emissions. A likely primary source was vehic-
ular emissions. Although fresh exhaust particles are typically
smaller than 100 nm, a mode at 550 nm was observed from
chase studies using AMS [Canagaratna et al., 2004]. In
addition, Kleeman et al. [2009] attributed a significant mass
of particles (560–1000 nm) to diesel fuel and gasoline

Figure 12. Size distributions of r2 (fraction of variability explained) for FTIR and AMS factors (left
axes) and mass size distributions of (a) m/z 44, (b) m/z 57, (c) m/z 43, and (d) sulfate and nitrate (right
axes) for (left) daytime and (right) nighttime measurements. Legends for the factors and AMS-measured
components are displayed on the left and right sides of the graphs, respectively.
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combustion sources at the same site. Another source of par-
ticles in this mode could be vegetative detritus, which likely
existed as large particles (section 3.1). SOA produced at
night (e.g., biogenic SOA) could condense on large primary
particles to form internal mixtures. Therefore, the nighttime
OA factor, which included a mixture of primary and sec-
ondary signatures, likely represented a mixture of primary
hydrocarbons and condensed secondary biogenic SOA
components formed by NO3 oxidation.
[57] The size distribution of r2 for the COA factor peaked

in 100 nm to 200 nm, a size range consistent with primarily
emitted particles from meat charbroiling and frying activities
[Hildemann et al., 1991;Wallace et al., 2004; Kleeman et al.,
2009; Allan et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2007], which agreed
with the low O/C (0.04) for this factor.

5. Conclusions

[58] Summertime measurements suggested that organic
mass comprised the major component of fine aerosol parti-
cles at Bakersfield in the San Joaquin Valley. On average,
OM in PM1 and PM2.5 was 2.42 and 3.23 mg m�3, respec-
tively. PMF analysis was applied to the FTIR and AMS
measurements, resulting in very high agreement between the
two sets of independently derived factors, both of which
suggested that SOA components accounted for 80% to 90%
of fine particle OM. The high O/C AMS factors were chem-
ically similar, so that external source marker were needed to
link them to specific sources; whereas the FTIR factors had
distinct infrared spectra that could be used as references for
future studies when source marker measurements are not
available. Among the PMF-derived components, vehicular
emission oxidation products, including the alkane and aro-
matic SOA factors, constituted 65% OM, whereas nighttime
organic aerosols (the nighttime OA factor), a mixture of POA
and SOA that likely originated from biogenic emissions,
accounted for a relatively small fraction on average (10%
OM), although it was higher at night (20% OM).
[59] Potential formation mechanisms of the SOA compo-

nents were discussed. Anthropogenic SOA components
mainly formed during daytime. The alkane SOA consisted of
alkane and carboxylic acid groups, consistent with the com-
position expected for oxidation products of C12-C25 alkanes.
Furthermore, organic mass fraction of alkane SOA covaried
and correlated with odd oxygen, providing evidence for the
ozone-driven formation of alkane SOA, a mechanism derived
from laboratory studies. In contrast, aromatic SOA did not
correlate with ozone. This component was largely composed
of nonacid carbonyl groups, which is consistent with oxida-
tion products formed from OH radical-driven reactions
for aromatic hydrocarbons and, therefore, indicates formation
by this process. The nighttime organic aerosol component
accounted for 50% to 80% of organonitrate group mass
during the project; the secondary fraction of nighttime OA
likely formed from oxidation of biogenic precursors (e.g.,
terpenes) by nitrate radicals during nighttime hours.
[60] Not only did anthropogenic and biogenic SOA com-

ponents differ in composition, they also differed in size:
namely, oxidized alkane and aromatic SOA components was
largely distributed in 200 nm to 500 nm sized particles,
suggesting that they were formed from condensation of gas-
phase oxidation products, while biogenic SOA was in

400 nm to 700 nm sized particles at night, likely due to
condensation of biogenic SOA on large primary particles.
[61] We also identified aerosols likely emitted from local

petroleum operations and cooking activities, which were
likely in particles smaller than 200 nm. Though these sour-
ces were negligibly small in the emission inventory for the
Bakersfield site, they accounted for 13% and 7% of the PM1

organic mass, respectively.
[62] Overall, this work demonstrates that OOA compo-

nents identified from factor analysis can be linked to SOA
formed by different oxidants and precursors mainly from
gasoline and diesel fuel combustion emissions with minor
contributions from petroleum operation and biogenic sour-
ces. In addition, these SOA components were enriched at
particular sizes. We conclude that SOA accounts for a major
fraction of summertime OM, even in areas close to urban
sources. This result provides a benefit to the SJV community
because it identifies the need for regulating vehicular emis-
sions as the largest source of PM1 in summertime.
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